Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Railway Division
Milton Keynes Centre
CAF: TRAIN INTRODUCTION
Graham Taylor, CAF

Description

18 April 2019 – The Quadrant (MK9 1EN) Milton Keynes, F-G01
Arrivals and refreshments from 17:00
Talk starts at 17:30 and ends around 19:00

CAF have been in existence for over 100 years but only entered the UK rail market towards the end of 20th
century. Anyone who has taken a train in Northern Ireland, taken the Heathrow Express or boarded a tram
in either Edinburgh or Birmingham will have travelled on one of CAF’s products. Soon many more GB rail
travellers will be able to enjoy the “CAF experience” as new EMU’s, DMU’s and Coaches are introduced
across the GB network.
The talk will cover the introduction of new CAF vehicles and the complex acceptance process, the fleets to
be introduced and details of the new factory in Newport which is now producing trains.

Speaker
Graham Taylor is a Fellow of the Institution and was, until recently, the Vice Chair of the Professional Review
Committee with specific responsibility for CEng accreditation.
Graham has had a wide and varied career in heavy engineering since graduation and worked in sectors
including Power, Oil & Gas as well as both new Build and Maintenance of passenger Rolling Stock. He has
worked for major multi-nationals as well as SME’s and has experience in many corners of the globe. Most
recently Graham has been the Chief Operating Officer of CAF in the UK.

The Event is FREE and open to all!
Light refreshments will be provided prior to meetings. Please book, if you can, to assist catering numbers
using either the QR code or the link below. If you cannot book feel free to attend it anyway.

http://nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/Eastern/milton-keynes-rd-centre/Events

Parking
Parking in the car park between The Quadrant (NR Office - MK9 1EN) and V6 Grafton Street costs £0.50 per
hour by cash machines. Parking is free after 18:00.

Car Park
£0.50 per hour
Free after
18:00

Next Event

NEW CLASS 777 TRAIN FOR MERSEY RAIL
16 May 2019 – The Quadrant (MK9 1EN) Milton Keynes, G-01
Talk starts at 17:30 and ends around 19:00

